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                            Data Community
                            Summit
                        

                        November 14-17, 2023

                        That's a wrap!

                        Huge thanks to everyone who joined us in person and on the livestream. More information on PASS Summit 2024 registration will be available shortly.
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                        November 4 - 8, 2024
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        Testimonials

        
            
                	"1st time attendee ... Great conference! thanks for putting it together.
                        The technical content was fantastic. Definitely too much to get thru in the week
                        allotted, but I plan on coming back over the next several weeks/months to review everything I'm
                        interested in. Thanks again."
	"I love the energy I get from being at a Summit, and the feeling of being
                        in a community that understand what I work with. Meeting people from the entire world and
                        discuss."
	"Knowledge received and connections made. I attended both the Summit and
                        the Pre-Con sessions. There are things I use today and people I reach out to that I met at
                        Summit."
	"I appreciate any event that is run by people in the industry and is to
                        help upskill and convey real life experiences… Great to actually be able to meet or hear
                        from people in similar work too."
	"I especially liked the pre-summit training. Got real in-depth knowledge
                        from these."
	"Ease of communicating with others, having new activities to do from my own
                        home, and easily moving between talks that may be occurring at the same time. As well as being
                        able to later watch missed talks that were recorded."
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                Get updates

                Sign up to get the latest conference information, announcements and price bump reminders direct to your inbox.

            

            
                




Redgate will only contact you about PASS Data Community Summit unless you separately request emails about Redgate.
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